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aintaining an adequate supply of water
for domestic and agricultural use is one
of Oman’s most pressing problems.
The climate in Oman is generally hot with little
rainfall, thus limited surface water resources
exist — with the exception of irregular flooding
events — which means that the country is
largely dependent on groundwater. Of the water
available, over 90% is used for agriculture. The soil
in coastal plains shows increased levels of salinity
due to overexploitation of groundwater and
encroachment by seawater into the water table.
Ancient irrigation systems comprised of tunnels,
canals and channels, called aflaj, have supported
domestic and local irrigation water needs for
centuries. Over 4000 aflaj exist in Oman, but about
one quarter of these no longer provide adequate
water due to alterations in local water balance. In
general, there is a lack of information available to
ensure the proper management of these culturally
significant and critically important water systems.

Primary gaps in hydrological
understanding in Oman
Oman has substantial governmental and academic
hydrological expertise, which has been used
to identify national level gaps in hydrological
understanding and capacity. These gaps are:
ㅦㅦ Insufficient understanding of the dynamic
hydrological relation between shallow
groundwater and springs, aflaj and wadis;
ㅦㅦ Inadequate quantitative understanding of
recharge and flow dynamics of deep and
complex aquifers.

Activities
2012
April

Training in field sampling for analysis of chemistry and isotopes in water

July

Initiation of the reconnaissance sampling programme for analysis of
chemistry and isotopes in water

July

Workshop on the future direction of management of national data and
evaluation of hydrological monitoring networks

November

Workshop and training on advanced hydrology of springs and
numerical modelling of groundwater and surface water interaction

January

Support for the Third Assessment of National Monitoring Networks in
Oman, to include networks for rainfall and climate, surface water and
groundwater (continues through 2013)

January

Integration of the Ministry of Regional Municipalities and Water
Resources (MRMWR) Groundwater and Monitoring Databases into
a central database and establishment of mechanisms to add other
national and project scale data (continuing through 2013)

March

Samail catchment study workshop to review historical data and finalize
objectives and approach

June

Training workshop on advanced techniques for groundwater age
determination using isotopes

August

Training workshop on advanced numerical modelling of
groundwater flow
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